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Abstract
This paper presents a configurable model for occupational risk analysis, supported in
decision matrix risk assessment with variable indexes dimensions and weightings.
The formulation proposed seeks to overcome typical limitations such as range compression effect, mistakenly over classification of smaller risks and subjective input
information. Also it allows its customization for each type of risk as a function of
input information available in order to minimize subjectivity, while normalizing
output for the calculated risk levels with a percent scale. This approach facilitates the
implementation of models built to go along with the life of installations with periodically updates to fulfill accumulated data. To avoid discontinuation of procedures
and practices implemented in the organizations, the model also enables the easy incorporation of risk assessment and control procedures based on risk classification
matrixes, already in use regardless of their size and sector of activity.
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1. Introduction
According to the general principles established by law the employer is obliged to ensure
their employees conditions of safety, hygiene and health in all aspects related to work,
integrating all the activities in the enterprise, establishment or service and at all levels to
assess risks to health and safety of workers, with the adoption of appropriate measures
of prevention and protection, including, among others, reducing the risk of accidents
and limiting exposures to physical, chemical and biological agents at work.
Occupational risk management is now required by the laws of safety, hygiene and
health at work, in general, and specifically in some sectors of activity thus the lack of
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risk assessments carried out by the employer, may be grounds for disclaimer of insurers
to pay claims due to accidents at work and occupational diseases. However, the legislation does not always accurately determine the criteria and benchmarks that must be
taken into account in the assessment.
The process of hazard identification, risk assessment and risk control (risk management), must be dynamic, since it has to monitor all changes in activities that involve
changes in processes, equipment and materials used. This dynamic process aimed at estimating the level of risks to safety and health of workers at work, resulting from circumstances in which the danger may occur in the workplace, aims to obtain the information necessary for the employer to meet conditions for taking appropriate decision
about the type of control measures to be adopted.
In determining the control measures or changes to existing ones, to reduce risks, they
must be established in accordance with the following hierarchy (general principles of
prevention):
1) Hazard elimination or risk reduction through design;
2) Hazard replacement by less-hazardous methods or materials;
3) Engineered safeguards;
4) Warning and alerting techniques;
5) Administrative controls (e.g., safe work procedures, training);
6) Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
The results of hazard identification, assessment and prioritization of risks and determination of necessary controls must be documented and kept current.
The residual risk remaining after the adoption of necessary control measures, is considered acceptable when it has been reduced to a level that can be tolerated by the organization to meet its legal obligations or others, if more stringent, resulting from policy safety and health for themselves assumed.
Risk management was initially introduced by large companies with the aim of reducing the cost of the insurance payment and at the same time, increase the protection
of assets and employees.
The increased risk of industrial accidents from the use of more advanced and complex technologies, more raw materials, new processes and products, large capacity storage and transport of dangerous goods, increased the pressure on companies to reduce
their risk, clarify the public about them and to adopt effective measures, emergency and
risk containment. Moreover, with the evolution of society, issues related to ecological
area began to worry the public and authorities. As a result, industries were forced to
examine more accurately the effects of their internal and external operations.
In this sense, risk management emerges as a tool for reducing and managing the risks
present in the industrial plants and offering technical support aimed at optimizing the
use of technology, which undergoes an accelerated advance, and often inconsistent with
the minimum safety standards that must be present in industrial activities. Risk management within an enterprise is the ability to assign safety and assurance to processes
and procedures, components of your operating environment, allowing also the integra100
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tion of occupational and property safety.
It is fundamental, so that the risk assessment maintains a systematic approach, that
the results obtained by implementing the measures proposed can be continuously evaluated and compared with alternative solutions.
To obtain the information necessary for this process one needs a formulation of the
term “risk” that can be based on a model as complete as possible and making use of
processing the largest number of variables available. This approach cannot however
lead to the use of concepts too complex, subjective and out of context.
Risk management as a process of reducing the risks to a level deemed acceptable by
society and to assure control, monitoring, and public communication [1], should then
be based on the identification, analysis, evaluation and treatment of pure risks within a
company, in order to minimize the possibility of occurrence of incidents and accidents,
improving safety, reducing spendings on insurance and preserving the public image.
Although it can be implemented with the use of spreadsheets [2] [3] the proposed
method built on a methodology of risk assessment matrices can also be part of information tools for managing Occupational Safety and Health [4].

2. Risk Assessment in Occupational Context
Occupational Risk is legally defined as the probability of realizing the damage depending on the conditions of use, exposition or interaction of the material component of the
work that presents a danger. Said risk can also be defined as the combination of the likelihood of an occurrence of a hazardous event or exposure(s) and the severity of injury or ill health that can be caused by the event or exposure(s) [5].
In addition to the fulfillment of legal obligations, to quantify risks for a given work
situation can be useful and necessary for certain situations:
• Getting to know the source of a problem and finding the most suitable control solution;
• To prove the cause-effect relationships in future development of professional diseases;
• Comparison with other work situation for use in epidemiological studies;
• Development, by researchers, of recommendations to be used in organizations.
The procedure for risk assessment should take into account all routine and occasional activities, considering all the people with access to workplaces. It should also include
all infrastructure, equipment and existing materials in the workplace and take into account human factors such as behavior and abilities. As such, the number of items
greatly increases with the dimension of the organizations.
Many of the methods available for risk analysis had their genesis associated to the
more hazardous activities like, chemical and petrochemical, nuclear, military, etc., with
approach characteristics often too independent from the variables associated with the
work context (environment work, worker, executed tasks, etc.). Examples are HAZOP
(Hazard and operability Study) [6] and FMEA (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis) [7],
among many others [8] [9].
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Despite the many existing definitions and different origins, whose compilation can
be found on the website of Human Factors and Ergonomics Society (www.hfes.org),
human factors can be understood as a set of knowledge about the capabilities, limitations and other human characteristics. The availability of that information is used ultimately for the design of tools, machines, systems, tasks, functions, and environment for
a safe, comfortable and effective human use [10], i.e., human engineering or human
factors.
However, the capabilities, limitations and other human characteristics, physical or
mental, as well as being inputs to the human engineering, are also naturally indispensable factors in any estimation of the risk present in the human activities related to work.
In fact, one of the types of risks where more evaluation methods have been developed
specifically aimed at work situations, is thus of musculoskeletal injuries related to work.
Indeed one can list a significant number of currently available methods for assessing
those types of risks (non-exhaustive list): the OWAS method (Ovako Working Postures-Analysis System) [11]; the RULA method (Rapid Upper Limb Assessment) developed at the University of Nottingham’s [12]; the Kilbom method (Guidelines for “practitioners”) [13]; the SI method (Strain Index) [14]; the HAL method (Hand Activity
Level) which had its origin in the range of Latko et al. [15]; the REBA method (Rapid
Entire Body Assessment) [16]; the OCRA method (Occupational Repetitive Actions)
[17]; the LUBA method (Loading on the Upper Body Assessment) [18] and; the MAPO
method (Movement and Assistance of Hospital Patients) [19].
The above listed methods are, in greater or lesser extent, difficult to implement since
they require expertise to characterize the activity from the working point of view for the
various factors used for each: duration of the task, the total daily duration, strength applied, frequency of action, repeatability, speed of movement, muscular work, as well as
the existence of breaks or other activities.
In the context of psychosocial and organizational risk factors Cox et al. [20] report
that in addition to the work context the content of the work may be associated with
several risk factors related to psychosocial activity. Thus, the execution of repetitive or
monotonous tasks, the lack of operating space, the lack of opportunity to learn and
high quantitative or qualitative requirements are examples of those risk factors.
To overcome the difficulties in applying several specific methods to assess multiple
different risks, other methodologies have been developed that allow quantification (estimate) of the risk associated with the hazards identified more generically in the
workplace.
Such methods search to build a risk assessment matrix (or risk classification matrix),
which is a method to display the combinations of probability and severity and to categorize those combinations, became very popular among safety professionals to communicate with and influence decision makers.
One of the oldest and best known is the method of W. Fine [21] that by proposing
scales to consider the consequences, the exposure factor and a probability factor, assesses the risk through the product of those three factors. This method also introduces
102
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the concept of assessing the case for investing in corrective measures, by calculating an
index of justification, which measures the degree of hazard in the risk assessment obtained by a factor of cost of investment, and also by the degree of correction achieved.
This approach thus seeks to address the economic component and the expected result,
in the prioritization of control measures to be implemented.
In the same vein the method of Kinney and Wiruth [22], using very similar scales also calculates risk with an analogous concept (degree of risk presented graphically), using three equivalent factors: the probability, the exposure and the possible consequences.
Numerous variations for those methods have been developed within individual
projects and organizations, creating their own or tailoring existing risk matrixes, seeking to meet the felt needs of the original methods unreliability given the information
available. In fact, many standard decision matrixes risk assessment can be found today
in different risk contexts [23] [24] [25] [26] [27].
One specific example at safety context is the method known as Simplified System for
Accident Risk Assessment (SSARA) [28], which calculates the level of risk by the product of a level of probability by a level of consequences. The probability level is in turn
calculated as the product of a deficiency level by an exposure level. For the three factors
are given appropriate tables.
Above methods essentially seek to provide tools with which to establish a basis for
comparing risks of different nature. For example, a fractured arm in a fall from height,
getting a back pain when lifting a load, intoxication when handling a specific chemical,
professional deafness contract after a certain number of years, etc., are, in principle,
incomparable risks, since they have their origin in risk factors that are characterized by
parameters of different nature. Some of these parameters are well defined in the applicable legislation and standards, but others may only be specified by the criteria of
common sense.
As pointed out by Cox [29], decision matrix risk assessment methods have been
widely praised and adopted as simple, effective approaches to risk management. They
provide:
• clear framework for systematic review of individual risks and portfolios of risks;
• convenient documentation to rationalize risk rankings and priority setting;
• relatively simple appearing inputs and outputs, often with attractively colored grids;
• opportunities for many stakeholders to participate in customizing category definitions and action levels; and
• opportunities for consultants to train different parts of organizations on “risk culture” concepts at different levels of detail, from simply positioning different hazards
within a predefined matrix;
• no special expertise is needed in quantitative risk assessment methods or data analysis.

3. Mathematical Modelling of Occupational Risk
In short, methods for professional risks assessment will always consist of mathematical
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models, somewhat validated, containing more or less factors (parameters or variables)
according to the complexity that is accepted to reach, always bearing in mind a committed relationship between this complexity with all its differentiation and interdependence, and the usability of the developed methods.

3.1. Classical Model Definition
BS 8800 [30] and BS OHSAS 18,001 [5] specify that the calculation of risk must take
into account the likelihood and potential severity of harm resulting from exposure to
the existing hazard. In other words, there is now consensual agreement that risk assessment shall include:
• the probability of occurrence of a lesion or damage to health;
• the maximal foreseeable severity of such lesion or damage to health.
Thus, the assessment of occupational hazards arising from an activity must take into
account the likelihood of exposure to each of the hazards present and the severity of the
consequences of these exposures. Like the probability of occurrence, as a probabilistic
variable, the representation of severity may also be performed numerically between 0
and 1, so the risk can be quantified by:

R= P × S

(1)

where:

R—Risk (>0 and ≤1);
P—Probability (>0 and ≤1);
S—Severity (>0 and ≤1).
According to this definition, the risk varies in direct proportion to its probability of
occurrence and the severity of its consequences. Figure 1 illustrates two curves of constant risk levels: A and B, where risk levels B > risk levels A. Same risk level can arise
from two different situations, as for example: a fall from a scaffold (low probability P
with high severity S—point A1) and a fall at the same level in slippery floor (high probability P with low severity S—point A2).
Despite the complexity that may arise in risk assessments of certain situations, the
representation of constant risk curves allows a simple and useful illustration for the

Figure 1. Curves of constant risk levels.
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effects of the implementation of control measures (prevention and protection) on the
resulting level of risk:
• Preventive measures are mainly aimed at reducing the probability (possibly canceling) of occurrence of exposure;
• Protection measures, collective or individual, seek to reduce the consequences during an exposure (to reduce and eventually annul the severity of damage and injury
caused by exposure).
Alternatively, to the formulation of “risk” while probabilistic variable, represented by
Equation (1), has been used the concept of “risk level”. This concept can also be
achieved using probability and severity factors graduated in integer scales from 1 to N,
instead of real values from 0 to 1, so as to be called, Probability Index (P scored between
1 and NP) and Severity Index (S scored between 1 and NS).
Most methods based on decision matrixes risk assessment estimate risk levels (or
equivalent concept) by the product of the factors chosen for the particular method.
Consequently, output values obtained for the risk levels vary strongly with the scales
chosen for those factors, making it harder to interpret intended outputs.
Accordingly to Pasman et al. (p. 769) [31]: “Intuitive and qualitative methods can do
much, but plant complexity may be large and communication on risk may become difficult without formal methodology. Quantitative risk analysis offers much, but has its
weaknesses and drawbacks. The required effort is considerable, specialists are needed,
and variability in answers is large. Yet, a model built to go along with the life of an installation and updated periodically may be very useful”.
The use of configurable models based on decision matrix risk assessment allows for
customization of the procedure for identifying hazards and assessing and controlling
risks for each particular organization, and allows the individualization of the analysis
for each type of risk. This individualization also allows a better updating of relevant information through its connection to the management of Occupational Health and
Safety.
However, can be argued [29] [32] that existing risk assessment matrices experience
several difficulties arising from their fundamental mathematical and logical limitations
making it harder to assess risks:
1) Can correctly and unambiguously compare only a small fraction (e.g., less than
10%) of randomly selected pairs of hazards. They can assign identical ratings to quantitatively very different risks (“range compression”), due to geometric effect of Equation
(2);
2) Can mistakenly assign higher qualitative ratings to quantitatively smaller risks. For
risks with negatively correlated frequencies and severities, they can be useless, leading
to random decisions;
3) Categorizations of severity cannot be made objectively for uncertain consequences. Inputs to risk assessment matrices (e.g., frequency and severity categorizations) and resulting outputs (i.e., risk ratings) require subjective interpretation, and
different users may obtain opposite ratings of the same quantitative risks.
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Malchaire & Koob [33] also experienced many subjectivities in the Kinney & Wiruth
method [22] in assessing risks at a given workplace when carried out by observers with
different formation and experience.

3.2. New Approach to Decision Matrix Risk Assessment
Risk level (RL) can be obtained from Equation (2), with normalized values in a percent
scale (range between 1 and 100), which has the advantage of being independent of the
number of levels NP and NS, enabling a free adoption of more adequate scale ranges for
the selected indexes of a particular model based on decision matrix risk assessment.

=
RL

P×S
× 99 + 1
NP × NS

(2)

where:

RL—Risk Level (1% to 100%);
P—Probability Index (1 to NP);
S—Severity Index (1 to NS);
NP—Maximum value of P index;
NS—Maximum value of S index.
The normalized scale of results (in percent) avoids the difficulties of interpretation of
multiple risk ratings that result from the numerous methods of decision matrix risk assessment that have been developed.
Figure 2 illustrates the map of values obtained for the risk levels with the use of
Probability and Severity Indexes in the same scales, 1 to 15. It can be seen that due to
the mathematical model used, the values are too geometrically scaled, i.e., only the first
(short) values of the range of possible outcomes (1% to 100%) occupies the entire bottom left of the matrix leading that the highest risk levels are represented fewer times in
the top right of the matrix (“range compression” effect).

Figure 2. Risk levels in a multiplicative model.
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To obtain a better distribution of the values calculated for the risk levels, one can
eliminate the geometric effect previously reported applying log function to the products
of Equation (2), maintaining at same time a percent scale. The Risk Level is then to be
calculated by:
=
RL

log ( P ) + log ( S )
log ( N P ) + ( N S )

× 99 + 1

(3)

where the meaning of the variables is the same as Equation (2).
To show the effect of last formulation, Figure 3 illustrates the risk levels obtained for
the risk levels with the use of Probability and Severity Indexes also at the same scales.
It may be noted that the values obtained are better distributed and more evenly fill
the array, avoiding pointed difficulty #1 in section 3.1. One can also see a more linear
dependence between the indexes and the calculated risk levels: if one of the indexes is at
the beginning of the scale and the other at the end, i.e. one with the minimum value (1)
and the other with the maximum value (15), then the resulting risk level calculated with
Equation (3) is in the middle of its range, i.e., 51% (50.5% rounded to integer). A better
distribution of risk levels, avoiding assign identical ratings to quantitatively very different risks, can also be seen in Figure 3 a much better discrimination of the risks associated with probabilities and severities with weak correlations, as opposed to the distribution observed in the multiplicative model and partially overcoming difficulty #2
pointed out in section 3.1.
Risk is relative to the observer. It is a subjective thing and depends upon who is
looking. Some writers refer to this fact by using the concept “perceived risk” [34]. Also,
risk depends on what you do, what you know and what you do not know (uncertainty).
When trying to quantify risk, we must begin by the distinction between probability
and frequency. Probability as we use it is a numerical measure of a state of knowledge, a
degree of belief or a state of confidence. Frequency refers to the outcome of an experiment of some kind involving repeated trials, at least conceptually then, frequency is a

Figure 3. Risk levels in a log model.
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well-defined, objective, measurable number. If one has insufficient data, there is nothing else that can be done but using probability [34].
So, when we don’t have statistical data (frequency) one can try to estimate probability using the information available as approaching other concepts like “exposition” to
existing hazards in the workplace, “deficiency” of the safety conditions associated with
the identified hazard and the effective “safety culture” within the organization.
Generalizing Equation (3) to accommodate a total number of K indexes we can
maintain a normalized approach to percent output for the calculated risk levels.
K

=
RL

∑ log ( Fi )
1= i
K

∑ log ( Ni )

× 99 + 1

(4)

1= i

where:

RL—Risk Level (1% to 100%);
Fi—ith index (i = 1 to K);
Ni—Maximum value for Fi index.
To reduce pointed subjectivity of the input information (Difficulty #3 of section 3.1)
one must use as many derivate concepts of probability as possible. Of course their relative weight in the calculation of the risk level of each particular situation must be differentiated. With the proposed log formulation, differentiation can be achieved, without
unjustified extensions and discontinuities in the scales of the indexes used, with weighting
factors applied to each index entered in the calculation of risk levels. This is not possible with the formulation of Equation (2) where the indexes cannot be individualized.
Consequently, one can improve model configurability through the addition of
weighting factors to the indexes of Equation (4) in order to provide a way to differentiate their contributions to the calculation of the risk levels. Normalized Equation (5)
also maintains percent output of the calculated risk levels.
K

RL
=

∑ Wi log ( Fi )
1= i
K

∑Wi log ( Ni )

× 99 + 1

(5)

1= i

where:

RL—Risk Level (1% to 100%);
Fi—ith index (i = 1 to K);
Wi—Weighting factor for ith index (i = 1 to K);
Ni—Maximum value of index Fi.
In fact, this last formula for the calculation of risk levels allows customization of risk
assessment matrices as regards:
• Variable number of indexes used in calculating the risk level (number of inputs);
• Variable scale (maximum value) and importance (weighting factor) of each index in
the calculation of risk level;
• Invariable scale (percent) for the calculated values for the risk levels (outputs).
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The direct dependence of different weightings for each index can be seen in Figure 4,
for an example with only two indexes, that were assigned the importance of twice for
Probability index relatively to the Severity index, i.e., WP = 2 WS. It can be noted that
when S takes the maximum value (15) but P takes the minimum value (1), the risk level
reaches only 1/3 the maximum scale value (34%). At the other end of the array, by
changing values between the two indexes, i.e., S = 1 and P = 15, then the level of risk
reaches 2/3 the maximum scale value (67%), translating the double influence of P over

S. As a result of this mathematical formulation, it is thus a close proportionality of the
weight of each index in the calculated risk levels.

3.3. Deficiency Index on Occupational Risk Assessment
The severity or the likelihood effectively involved in the achieved level of risk, are conditioned by all kinds of risk control measures, i.e., safety barriers, functions and systems
[35] [36] [37] [38] that are effectively implemented. These conditions can be translated
by using a Deficiency index with adequate weighting to the reliability of the information of the occupational health and safety (OHS) management system. For the specification of the Deficiency index several sources of information can be used:
• Results of studies conducted on the duration and frequency of tasks performed, as
well as the conditions under which they are developed;
• Training actually received by the workers involved usually and occasionally and
others who may be affected;
• Facilities, equipment and hand tools that can be used;
• Distance that materials must be moved manually, size, shape, surface and weight of
these materials;
• Substances used and displayed on the job, physical state of the substances used or
exposed (liquid, smoke, dust);

Figure 4. Influence of weighting the indexes in the calculation of
RL (WP = 2 WS).
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• Adequate signalization (demarcations, labels, warnings, emergency);
• Existence of procedures for authorization of work, manufacturer’s instructions for
operation and maintenance of facilities, equipment and tools, ancillary services,
content and appropriate recommendations on safety data sheets of substances used
or exposed;
• Actual knowledge of legal requirements, regulations and relevant regulatory related
with work, facilities, equipment and tools used, control devices and protection supposedly running;
• Results of safety inspections and audits conducted in the workplaces.

3.4. Severity Index Improvement
To provide useful information that can be used as a satisfactory overall measurement
for the severity of the exposition to hazards in the workplace, overcoming difficulty #3
pointed out in section 3.1, one can consider several approaches.
Cuny & Lejeune [39] [40] use number of days off work to establish precise levels of
the severity scale combining estimations of a dangerous event probability and probabilistic distribution of severity levels for the consequences of this event.
Gennarelli & Wodzin [41] pointed out several dimensions of severity, including
threat to life, mortality, amount of energy dissipated/absorbed, hospitalization need,
treatment cost, treatment complexity, length of treatment, temporary and permanent
disability, permanent impairment and quality of life, but without establishing a measurement scale.
Using functional block diagrams (FBD) as logical models in the quantification of
occupational risks, Papazoglou & Ale [42] decompose “undesirable health consequences” into ‘‘dose’’ and ‘‘dose/response’’; ‘‘dose’’ is decomposed to ‘‘center event’’
and ‘‘mitigation’’; ‘‘center event’’ is decomposed to ‘‘initiating event’’ and ‘‘prevention’’.
This specific FBDs together with their equivalent event trees are used to delineate the
various accident sequences that might lead to “injury or death consequences”.
Aneziris et al. [43] also using risk logic models for six types of falls from a height
(ladders, scaffolds, roofs and roof openings, holes in the ground, moveable platforms
and non-moving vehicles) propose scales to assess levels of consequence severity such
as recoverable injuries, permanent injuries and lethal injuries.
An approach to develop severity functions for some accident modes [44] at construction sites may consider predictors related to the amount of energy dissipated and/or
absorbed that can be evaluated in situ such as heights, speeds, weights, and morphology
of moving vehicles. One can also use the biomechanical limits of the human body as
determined in several studies.
In fact, the most practical approach that can be made in the management of occupational health and safety is to use legal or regulatory frameworks that somehow rate the
level of expected consequences for existing hazards in the workplace. In the absence of
those references logical criteria should be using for classification of severity based on
amounts of harmful energy released and/or absorbed that can be expected during the
exposure to danger, compared with the limits supported by humans without risk to
110
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their health and safety.
For instance, based on criteria established in Directives 2006/121/EC, 18th December, and 2008/112/EC, 16th December, of the European Parliament and of the Council,
one can compose a classification for severity in a particular task according to existing
information of products used. In Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) available information is indicated as threshold limit values (TLV), time-weighted average (TWA),
short duration (STEL) or maximum concentration (Ceiling) to chemicals in humans. It
is also possible to establish relationships between the lethal dose (LD50) and/or lethal
concentration (LC50), with the aforementioned values of MSDS, thus matching the rate
of toxicity (Table 1).
In some cases, legal information can even provide direct criteria, as pointed out in
Table 2 on the severity index for occupational noise exposition (2003/10/CE, 6th
Table 1. Possible criteria for establishing severity indexes for the products used in a particular task.
Severity index (S)
5 (Other)

LD50

LC50

TLV (TWA/STEL/C)

Specific effects on human health: carcinogenic, mutagenic or toxic to reproduction.

4 (Very toxic)

LD50 ≤ 50 mg/L (skin)
LD50 ≤ 25 mg/kg (ingestion/body weight)

Aerosols or particulates (rats):
LC50 ≤ 0.25 mg/liter/4 h
Gases and vapors:
LC50 ≤ 0.5 mg/liter/4 h

TLV ≤ 3 mg/m3

3 (Toxic)

50 < LD50 ≤ 400 mg/kg or mg/L (skin)
25 < LD50 ≤ 200 mg/kg (ingestion/body weight)

Aerosols or particulates (rats):
0.25 < LC50 ≤ 1 mg/liter/4 h
Gases and vapors (rats):
0.5 < LC50 ≤ 2 mg/liter/4 h

3 < TLV ≤ 9 mg/m3

2 (Harmful)

400 < LD50 ≤ 2000 mg/kg or mg/L (skin)
200 < LD50 ≤ 2000 mg/kg (ingestion/body weight)

Aerosols or particulates (rats):
1 < LC50 ≤ 5 mg/liter/4 h
b) Gases and vapors (rats):
2 < LC50 ≤ 20 mg/liter/4 h

9 < TLV ≤ 50 mg/m3

1 (Not classified)

Rats or rabbits: LD50 > 2000 mg/kg (body weight) or mg/L (skin)
Rats: LD50 > 2000 mg/kg (ingestion/body weight)

Aerosols or particulates (rats):
LC50 > 5 mg/liter/4 h
b) Gases and vapors (rats):
LC50 > 20 mg/liter/4 h

TLV > 50 mg/m3

Table 2. Severity indexes for occupational noise exposition.
Severity index (S)

Noise measured

5

-

4

3

2

1

LEX,8h > 87 dB(A)
LCpeak > 140 dB(C)
85 < LEX,8h ≤ 87 dB(A)
137 < LCpeak ≤ 140 dB(C)
80 < LEX,8h ≤ 85 dB(A)
135 < LCpeak ≤ 137 dB(C)
LEX,8h ≤ 80 dB(A)
LCpeak ≤ 135 dB(C)
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February, of the European Parliament and of the Council). In addition to the use of
weighting factors of Equation (5), the severity scale can be used to limit the expected
consequences for each type of exposure to risk. In this case severity index 5 is unclassified, because expected consequences shall not achieve dead or equivalent severity as
specified later (Table 6).
Research undertaken to obtain information from selected free-fall impacts [45] determines that resulting severity is determined by the age and sex of the victim, location
and height of the fall, body orientation at impact, body impact position and type of
surface impact.
Cory & Jones [46] simulations for assessing the impact response, and potential to
cause injury, of domestic floor surfaces during short falls shows the potential to discriminate between differences in surface mixture. Findings suggest that the injury potential of impact surfaces are influenced by factors such: material properties of the top
surface layer and the thickness of underlay (if present) comprising the upper surface
mixture; material properties of the underlying surface (wood, chipboard and concrete);
and structure of the underlying surface (joints cross supports or between joints and
supports).
Most work situations can easily provide data for:
• height of fall (determines velocity at surface impact);
• type of surface impact (elasticity of the surface which determines force exerted on
the fallen body) and presence of dangerous structures.
Following Aneziris et al. [43] dose approach one can use Severity indexes from Table
3 when assessing risk for free-fall accidents that uses more than five indexes (NS = 6).
For AC current contacts IEC 60479-1:2005 “Effects of current on human beings and
livestock” refers the value of 40 mA, for a current path from left hand to feet, as the
threshold to 5% probability of heart fibrillation, which is not a unique value but rather
varies with duration of contact. The value increases with short duration contacts and
varies according to the current path through the human body. For instance, with the
same probability (5%) and for the same current path (left hand to feet), the value of 40
mA increases to 90 mA for contact durations above 5 s. Also, the impedance of the
human body varies inversely with the applied voltage, with contact area and with environment: dry conditions, water-wet conditions and saltwater-wet conditions.
Table 3. Severity indexes for free-fall accidents.
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Severity index (S)

Height of fall [m]

Type of surface

6

H > 10

Hard/Dangerous structures

5

2 < H ≤ 10

Hard/Dangerous structures

4

H > 10

Soft

3

H≤2

Hard/Dangerous structures

2

2 < H ≤ 10

Soft

1

H≤2

Soft
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Protection of persons in electrical installations against indirect contact (situations
when a person touches a metal conductive part that has been accidentally energized by
insulation fault on a device or an electrical machine) is based on combining measures
affecting both the characteristics of the equipment (insulation class 0, I, II or III) and
the automatic disconnection of the power supply using medium sensitivity devices (30
mA < I∆n ≤ 500 mA) combined with earthing of the equipment, to eliminate those situations quickly, before anyone comes into contact with the metal conductive part or, the
use of PELV (Protection by Extra Low Voltage). Non-dangerous voltage is 50 V (conventional limit value) but lower supply voltage values of 25 V or 12 V are used for operating conditions in wet or submerged environments, respectively.
On power socket circuits, in damp rooms, mobile installations (building sites, fairs,
etc.), agricultural buildings or when the earthing conditions are defective or unknown,
people must be protected by residual current operating devices, which operate at 30 mA
or less (high sensitivity devices).
IEC/TR 60479-5:2007 “Touch voltage threshold values for physiological effects” provides touch voltage-duration combination thresholds based on analysis of information
concerning body impedances and current thresholds of physiological effects, as given in
IEC/TS 60479-1. Such threshold combinations relate to specific environmental and
contact conditions that determine body impedance for particular current pathways. So,
risk assessment must include voltage threshold values (taking into account contact area,
skin moisture condition, body current pathway), which is not practicable in most
working conditions.
To approach predictable touch voltage-duration in practical situations one can use
Severity indexes from Table 4 when assessing risk for activities with electrical equipment (NS = 11).
Configurability of the model can easily accommodate different scales for the Severity
Table 4. Severity indexes for electrical contacts.
Severity index (S)

Protection measures

Environment

11

Defective or unknown protection

Submerged

10

Medium sensitivity device with earthing

Submerged

9

Defective or unknown protection

Wet

8

Defective or unknown protection

Dry

7

Medium sensitivity device with earthing

Wet

6

High sensitivity device

Submerged

5

High sensitivity device

Wet

4

Medium sensitivity device with earthing

Dry

3

PELV

Submerged

2

PELV

Wet

1

High sensitivity device

Dry
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indexes associated to the different kinds of risk with the adjustment of the respective
maximum value (NS) on Equation (5).

4. Application to a Generic Model
In order to demonstrate the use of configurable model presented in the form of a generic
model based on decision matrix risk assessment, a predefined model for its application
in occupational risks assessment is established.
Predefined model of Equation (5) is presented with five indexes (see section 4.1 for
further explanation), thus supported by the following equation:
RL

WF log ( F ) + WE log ( E ) + WS log ( S ) + WD log ( D ) + WC log ( C )

WF log ( N F ) + WE log ( N E ) + WS log ( N S ) + WD log ( N D ) + WC log ( N C )

× 99 + 1 (6)

where:

RL—Calculated risk level (1% to 100%);
F—Frequency index (1 to NF);
E—Exposition index (1 to NE);
S—Severity index (1 to NS);
D—Deficiency index (1 to ND);
C—OHS Culture index (1 to NC);
WI—Weighting factor for the index I (with I = F, E, S, D and C);
NI—Maximum value for the index I (with I = F, E, S, D and C).
Scales with five classes, often used in association with checklists (Likert scales [47]),
are very popular for the classification of the indexes. So, using all the indexes on scales
from 1 to 5, and making WF + WE + WS + WD + WT =
100 , Equation (6) can be simplified to the form:

=
RL 1.416 WF log ( F ) + WE log ( E ) + WS log ( S ) + WD log ( D ) + WT log ( C )  + 1

(7)

Calculated Risk Levels with 4 indexes equally weighted and scaled from 1 to 5 are
shown in Figure 5. Again one can see the same behavior already described in section
3.2. Now, if two of the indexes are at the beginning of the scale and the other two at the
end, i.e. two with the minimum value (1) and the other two with the maximum value
(5), then the resulting risk level calculated with Equation (6), with only 4 indexes, is in
the middle of its range, i.e., 51%.

4.1. Indexes Specification for the Generic Model
For the specification of the Frequency index—F (Table 5) may be considered available
data on “frequency rates” and “incidence rates” of new cases of occupational injury
[48], as well as the memory of workers and technicians involved in the analyzed activities.
In a still young system of risk assessment model can be used with a limited number
of indexes. In the absence of reliable data, allowing the specification of the Frequency
index, or in the complete absence, a rate of exposure may be used instead to fulfill an
Exposition index. Exposition index—E (Table 5) results from percent counts of the
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Figure 5. Risk levels in a log model with 4 indexes.

durations of exposures observed or planned.
General criteria for the specification of Severity index—S are presented in Table 6.
Available data on “severity rate” and “days lost” of new cases of occupational injury
[48] may also be considered, as well as specifically defined criteria for the type of risk
analyzed, as previously seen in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4.
Table 7 presents general criteria for the Deficiency index as defined in section 3.3. In
a matured management system, along with the previous indexes, the use of Deficiency
index can be supported by the results of audits and other indicators of performance
from the OHS management system and specific studies on the activities and workplaces
under evaluation.
Occupational health and safety culture (OHS culture), can be seen as a concept for
exploring how informal organizational aspects influence OHS in a positive or negative
way [49]. It can have an impact on how OHS is perceived and dealt with among workers in an organization, and on whether workers are aware of OHS-related issues and act
in a safe and healthy way. Also referred as safety culture (safety-related beliefs, attitudes,
and values that interact with an organization’s systems, practices, people, and leadership to establish norms about how things are done in the organization) and safety climate (shared perceptions of safety policies and procedures by members of an organization at a given point in time, particularly regarding the adequacy of safety and consistency
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Table 5. Criteria classification for frequency index or exposition index.
F/E

Frequency

Exposition

5

One or more times per day. Happens “all the time”.

work time >90%

4

One or more times a week. Everyone remember this kind of event/situation.

50%< work time ≤90%

3

One or more times per month. Some people remember this type of event/situation.

25%< work time ≤50%

2

One or more times per year. Someone remembers this type of event/situation.

5%< work time ≤25%

1

Less than once a year. No memory of this type of event/situation.

work time ≤5%

Table 6. Criteria classification for severity index.
S

Severity

5

Possibility of death, injury or illness with permanent total disability or very severe.

4

Injury or illness with temporary total disability, permanent partial or severe.

3

Injury or illness with temporary partial disability, or moderately severe.

2

Possibility of injury without disability or mild health problems.

1

No injuries nor health problems.

Table 7. Criteria classification for deficiency index.
D

Deficiency

5

Safety barriers, function and systems nonexistent or unknown.

4

Serious deficiencies in existing ones or does not comply with legislation; Needs several improvements.

3

Absence and/or some deficiencies in existing ones, respecting part of the law, presents some problems in
situations of abnormal operation.

2

Sufficient ones but upgradeable, respecting the law, with very few requirements below the established
standards.

1

Sufficient and well established ones, respecting international standards, above the required by law.

between actual conditions compared to espoused safety policies and procedures) [50],
it’s a complex concept that has been the subject of extensive research since the eighties.
Nevertheless, existing tools for exploring and assessing the organization’s safety culture/climate, can be used to specify OHS Culture indexes (C) to be accounted for in
Equation (7).

4.2. Risk Ranking
After quantification (regardless of the risk analysis methodology to be used, more or
less quantitative) it must be applied to the assessment of risk according to a predefined
range so as to inform the implementation of control measures.
This process of risk assessment is part of a process of risk management resulting
from the hazard(s) identified, taking into account the adequacy of existing controls, the
result is the decision of the acceptability or not of risk by the organization, taking into
account their legal obligations and its own OHS policy [5].
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Risk ranking is the final step of risk assessment and is a process through which one
makes value judgments about the acceptability of risk, taking into account a number of
factors and criteria. It is a process of comparing the value obtained in step risk analysis
and a framework of acceptable risk.
With this comparison we can anticipate the need and type of intervention to achieve,
since the mere act of monitoring, control action to bring the risk to acceptable levels, or
even interrupt or interdict work where have been found a risk of a certain magnitude.
Following BS 8800 [30] approach Table 8 provides a set of relevant technical and
emergency actions, depending on the value corresponding to the level of risk estimated.
Risk rank 1 classifies the risk as acceptable, and risk rank 2 as tolerable and so only better cost-benefit solutions to control risks must be considered. Risk rank 3, 4 and 5 require growing specific actions and urgency to control the risk.
Limits for the risk rank ranges have been selected from the combinations of equal
number of indexes with nested values, as can be seen in Figure 5, i.e., with equivalent
combinations of the K = 4 indexes as follows: (1, 1, 2, 2), (2, 2, 3, 3), (3, 3, 4, 4) and (4,
4, 5, 5) or; (1, 2, 1, 2), (2, 3, 2, 3), (3, 4, 3, 4) and (4, 5, 4, 5) or; (2, 2, 1, 1), (3, 3, 2, 2), (4,
4, 3, 3) and (5, 5, 4, 4) or; (2, 1, 2, 1), (3, 2, 3, 2), (4, 3, 4, 3) and (5, 4, 5, 4). The obtained
limits are independent of the number of indexes (K) of the model used.
In the case of a computerized OHS management system, the model can benefit from
a semi-automatic configuration of the indexes used in calculating risk levels [51]. This
configuration is accomplished via the information contained in accumulated records of
incidents and accidents, results of audits and measurements of hazard parameters, level
of protective equipment, training, information and consultation, and health surveillance.
Table 8. Ranking of the estimated risk level.
Risk ranking
5—Very high/Unacceptable
(93 < RL ≤ 100)
4—High/Unacceptable/Need
strong controls to moderate
(77 < RL ≤ 93)

Type and urgency of control measures
•
•
•

The work cannot be started or continued until the risk is reduced.
If you cannot reduce the risk, the work should be prohibited.
If you can reduce the risk, always check the work starts and during the same if all control measures are
implemented and operational.

•
•

The work cannot be started until the risk is reduced.
If the risk is related to a work in progress, urgent action should be taken. Measures should be implemented due to
the reduction of risk.
Always check at the outset that all control measures are implemented and operational.

•

•
3—Medium/Moderate/Tolerable
with controls
•
(56 < RL ≤ 77)
•
2—Low/Tolerable/Acceptable
with weak controls
(22 < RL ≤ 56)
1—Very low/Acceptable
(0 < RL ≤ 22)

Measures should be implemented to reduce risk within a defined period of time, but the costs of implementation
should be evaluated and limited.
If the moderate risk is associated with very serious injuries, one must establish more precisely the likelihood of
damage and hence the possible need to improve prevention measures.
Check at appropriate intervals if all control measures are implemented and operational.

•

The risk is reduced to the lowest level practicable.
Requires no additional measure unless one can consider solutions in which improved cost-benefit ratio is more
favorable.
Check at appropriate extended intervals if all control measures are implemented and operational.

•

Requires no additional measure other than to ensure that control measures are maintained.

•
•
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Still new risk assessment procedures can present some difficulties in their assembly,
which relate, among others, failure history and records of incidents and accidents, and
occupational diseases and work-related diseases.
In the case of a computerized OHS management system, the model can benefit from
a semi-automatic configuration of the indexes used in calculating risk levels [51]. This
configuration is accomplished via the information contained in accumulated records of
incidents and accidents, results of audits and measurements of hazard parameters, level
of protective equipment, training, information and consultation, and health surveillance.
Still new risk assessment procedures can present some difficulties in their assembly,
which relate, among others, failure history and records of incidents and accidents, and
occupational diseases and work-related diseases.

4.3. Weighting Factors Estimation and Comparison with Other Decision
Matrix Risk Assessment Methods
As previously introduced the addition of weighting factors to the indexes provides a
way to differentiate their contributions to the calculation of the risk levels. It’s also the
best way to configure the model for multiple occupational contexts.
Estimation of weighting factor for the indexes can be reduced to a typical problem of
multiple linear regression with least square estimation, where we want to estimate the β
parameters of the dependent variable y with independent variables x:

y=
β 0 + β1 x1 + β 2 x2 + β3 x3 + β 4 x4 + β5 x5
where, being β0 equal to zero, one obtains the following relations:

y RL − 1
=
log ( F ) ; with β1 WF
x1 1.416
=
=
log ( E ) ; with β 2 WE
x2 1.416
=
=
log ( S ) ; with β3 WS
x3 1.416
=
=

(8)

log ( D ) ; with β 4 WD
x4 1.416
=
=
log ( C ) ; with β5 WS
x5 1.416
=
=
Let’s take the example of six risk factors/hazards identified in a work front where a
group of safety practitioners agreed among them in assigning the values indicated in
Table 9 for the three indexes used: Table 5, Table 6, and Table 7, making WF = WT = 0
in Equation (7); as well as the correspondent percent risk levels (in 5% steps), to each
observed risk factor. During the risk assessment the group freely consulted risk rank
values of Table 8.
Table 10 shows estimated values for the weighting factors by applying multiple linear regression. Estimation has been achieved with an R square (coefficient of determination) value of 99.95% and an adjusted R square of 66.59%, which was penalized by
the relatively few samples (6) when compared with the number of independent variables (3).
Thus, in the absence of specific quantitative models and more precise data inputs, the
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corresponding “tuned” risk assessment model of Equation (7) for the observed risk
factors as seen by the group of safety practitioners, can be expressed by:

RL
=
% 1.416 6.86 log ( E ) + 73.08log ( S ) + 20.06 log ( D )  + 1

(9)

To validate the model let us make the comparison of the number of index levels and
maximum level for the index Fi, in three decision matrix risk assessment methods
widely used in the practice of the organizations, indicated in Table 11.
Applying log transformation to the universe of the combinations of the three indexes
values of each method and normalizing to percent scale, the estimated values for the
weighting factors by applying multiple linear regression, are shown in Table 12. R
square values obtained show that the three methods are very closely represented by the
applied formulation. Using the estimated weighting values and the required limits for
the risk rank ranges of each method, they can be closely translated by the present
Table 9. Assigning made by the group of safety practitioners.
Work situation

E

S

D

RL%

1

3

4

3

75

2

5

5

4

95

3

3

3

3

65

4

2

2

2

40

5

4

3

3

70

6

3

4

4

85

Table 10. Estimated weighting factors.
Weighting factor

Estimated value

WE

6.86

WS

73.08

WD

20.06

Table 11. Methods comparison of the index Fi.
Risk Assessment Method

F1

F2

F3

W. Fine [21]

P (6/10)

C (6/100)

E (6/10)

Kinney & Wiruth [22]

P (7/10)

C (6/100)

E (6/10)

SSARA [28]

D (3/10)

C (4/100)

E (4/4)

Table 12. Estimated weighting factors for the methods.
Risk Assessment Method

F1

F2

F3

R square/Adjusted R square

W. Fine

19.60

19.25

19.32

99.993%/99.523%

Kinney & Wiruth

20.20

19.76

19.83

99.987%/99.585%

SSARA

15.56

15.47

15.53

99.999%/97.777%
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configurable model, meaning that the influence of the discontinuous scales used for the
indexes can be replaced by weighting factors while maintaining continuous integer
scales, which can be more easily rationalized.

5. Application to Particular Cases
To demonstrate the application of the model to different types of hazards (with different severity scales) will be considered a front work in a trench where have been identified four risk factors/hazards with different establish criteria for the severity indexes (S)
as shown in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4:
1) Chemical classified as toxic to be used in parts cleaning for about 2/3 of working
time. Appropriate protective masks are available, which for some shorter handling operations are not used;
2) Noise emitted by a machine running during the entire working time and achieving
sound pressure levels between 82 and 84 dB(A). Earplugs are available and workers
were trained in their use;
3) Fall inside of the trench containing equipment and materials for the pipe assembly
with a depth of three meters with exposure occurring for about 1/3 of working time in
which the worker is out of the ditch or getting in and out. There are access ladders but
no guardrails;
4) Electrical equipment has to be used for about 1/3 of working time even when the
trench has water from rain or infiltrations. Electrical installation have automatic disconnection of the power supply using medium sensitivity devices (30 mA < I∆n ≤ 500
mA) combined with earthing of the equipment but are not inspected regularly.
Choosing exposure indexes (E) from Table 5 and deficiency indexes (D) from Table
7, as well as the weighting factors estimated in section 4.3 (Table 10), the calculated
risk levels of Equation (6) associated with the four risk factors identified are presented
in Table 13.
Results in Table 13 can help to decide for the application of the following measures
to control risk levels:
1) Risk Level #1 can be reduced to 56% (rank 3 to rank 2) if use of protective masks is
guaranteed in all handling operations (D = 1);
2) Risk Level #2 can be reduced to 16% (rank 2 to rank 1) if noise level from machine
can be reduced to less then 80 dB (A) (S = 1);
3) Risk Level #3 can be reduced to 63% (rank 4 to rank 3) if guardrails and bodyguards on the access ladders above 2 meters high are mounted (S = 3) and to 51% (rank
Table 13. Calculated risk levels in the work front.
Risk factor
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E S D RL%

(Rank)

1) Use of toxic product (Table 1: S = 3; NS = 5)

4 3 3

70

(3)

2) Noise from machine (Table 2: S = 2; NS = 5)

5 2 2

48

(2)

3) Fall to trench (Table 4: S = 5; NS = 6)

3 5 3

85

(4)

4) Electrical contact (Table 5: S = 10; NS = 11)

3 10 5

95

(5)
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3 to rank 2) if everyday inspections are performed (D = 1);
4) Risk Level #4 can be reduced to 91% (rank 5 to rank 4) if regular inspections are
performed to the electrical installations (D = 3) and to 74% (rank 4 to rank 3) if high
sensitivity device are used (S = 6). If PELV is used (S = 3) one can reach RL = 51%
(rank 3 to rank 2).
After application of above mentioned measures to control risks, one can see that the
risk level #1, #3 and #4 have been reduced to the lowest level practicable, requiring no
additional measure unless one can consider solutions in which improved cost-benefit
ratio is more favorable (rank 2). Risk level #2 simply requires no additional measure
other than to ensure that the controls are maintained (rank 2).

6. Results and Discussion
Intuitive and qualitative methods such as risk assessment matrices (decision matrix risk
assessment) have been widely adopted as simple and effective approaches to risk management, because they provide clear framework for systematic review of individual
risks and portfolios of risks with relatively simple appearing inputs and outputs (with
optionally colored grids), convenient documentation for the rationale of risk rankings
and priority setting, and require no special expertise in quantitative risk assessment
methods or data analysis.
The configurability of the present method, achieved through the use of any number
of indexes and the values assigned to weighting factors (from zero to cancel the contribution of the respective index in the model until another value, which determines the
importance of the index in the estimation of risk), allows the development and improvement of the procedure for risk assessment as the mature state of the OHS management system of each organization.
Typical difficulties arising from current risk assessment matrices in assigning identical ratings to quantitatively very different risks, qualitative ratings to quantitatively
smaller risks and poor categorizations of severity, require subjective interpretation and
lead to the attainment of opposite ratings from different users. To overcome those difficulties, it was necessary to improve their fundamental mathematical and logical limitations to a better fit to real workplaces. This goal was achieved with the development
of a configurable method for risk assessment based on decision matrix risk assessment
that easily accommodate different scales to categorize severity arising from particular
hazards, as well as for any other index used, without modifying the output percent
scale. Weighting factors also allows the use of continuous integer scales for the indexes.
Altogether, those features contribute to more clear and understandable models to risk
management activities.
Indeed, decision matrix risk assessment based on a model built to go along with the
life of an installation and updated periodically with accumulated data are very useful in
a OHS managing system. However, one can’t expect similar accuracy with uncertainty
as other more complex methods of quantified risk analysis, based on objective classical
statistics.
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7. Conclusions and Further Work
In addition to other more specific legal obligations, under general principles of prevention set out also in the general obligations of the employer (89/391/EEC, 12th June, of
the Council), the activity of identification, analysis and control of hazards, deserves
very special references, and is even profusely referred in the reference documents with
requirements for the management of OHS.
In that sense the control measures implemented must be preceded and match the
results of risk assessments associated with various stages of the production process, including preparatory activities, maintenance and repair.
Moreover, current required forms of the annual reports of activity of OHS services
often determine a structure for reporting the hazards identified in all places and work
processes, which greatly increase the number of items with the dimension of the organizations. The information demanded is based on a standard classification and coding of
physical, chemical, biological, ergonomic, psychosocial and organizational, and other
hazards, as well as the respective control measures adopted, urging the organization to
adopt a more coherent OHS management system, aimed at the adoption of uniform
classification of hazard and the respective control measures, thus establishing a common language between OHS services.
Risk classification matrices simplify occupational risk assessments by reducing the
required inputs and calculations to a comprehensive set of judgments, while making the
rating logic, transparent and easy to apply. These features have driven the spread of this
methodology among safety practitioners.
Presented method for assembly customized risk classification matrices helps growing
procedures for risk assessment in all stages of the OHS managing system, regardless
their size and sector of activity. Nevertheless, it is necessary to develop further Severity
indexes in the several work contexts, i.e., diverse types of risk, in order to minimize
subjectivity arising from different users.
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